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Abstract
Parallel load balancing is studied for problems with
certain bisection properties. A class of problems has bisectors if every problem p of weight w(p) in the class can
be subdivided into two subproblems whose weight (load)
is at least an -fraction of the original problem. A problem p is to be split into N subproblems such that the maximum weight among them is as close to w(p)=N as possible.
It was previously known that good load balancing can be
achieved for such classes of problems using Algorithm HF,
a sequential algorithm that repeatedly bisects the subproblem with maximum weight. Several parallel variants of Algorithm HF are introduced and analyzed with respect to
worst-case load imbalance, running-time, and communication overhead. For fixed , all variants have running-time
O(log N ) and provide constant upper bounds on the worstcase load imbalance. Results of simulation experiments regarding the load balance achieved in the average case are
presented.

1. Introduction
Dynamic load balancing for irregular problems is a major research issue in the field of parallel computing. It is
often essential to achieve a balanced distribution of load
in order to reduce the execution time of an application or
to maximize system throughput. Load balancing problems
have been studied for a huge variety of models, and many
different solutions regarding strategies and implementation
mechanisms have been proposed. A good overview of recent work can be obtained from [14], for example. Ongoing
research on dynamic load balancing is reviewed in [13], emphasizing the presentation of models and strategies within
the framework of classification schemes.
We consider a general scenario where an irregular problem is generated at run-time and must be split into subproblems that can be processed on different processors. If N

processors are available, the problem is to be split into (at
most) N subproblems, and the goal is to balance the weight
of the subproblems assigned to the individual processors.
The weight of a problem represents the load (e.g., CPU
load) caused by processing that problem. It is assumed that
the weight of a problem can be calculated (or approximated)
easily once it is generated.
Instead of splitting the original problem into N subproblems in a single step, we propose to use repeated bisections
in order to generate the N subproblems, because in practice
it is often easier to find efficient bisection methods than to
find a method for splitting a problem into an arbitrary number of subproblems in one step. A bisection subdivides a
problem into two subproblems.
Our research is motivated by an application from distributed numerical simulations, namely a parallel solver for
systems of linear equations resulting from the discretization
of partial differential equations. This solver uses a variant
of the finite element method (FEM) with adaptive, recursive
substructuring [6, 7]. The recursive substructuring phase
yields an unbalanced binary tree (called FE-tree). In order
to parallelize the main part of the computation, the FE-tree
must be split into subtrees that can be distributed among the
available processors. Useful bisection methods for FE-trees
and the speed-up achieved by incorporating dynamic load
balancing using bisections are reported in [1].
Besides distributed hierarchical finite element simulations, load balancing using bisections can be applied to
computational fluid dynamics, domain decomposition in the
process of chip layout [12], or multi-dimensional adaptive
numerical quadrature [4]. In this paper, we will not be concerned with details regarding any particular application. Instead, we study parallel load balancing from a more abstract
point of view and for a very general class of problems.

2. Load balancing model
As in [1, 2], we study the following simplified model
for dynamic load balancing. The parallel system consists

of N processors, numbered from 1 to N . The number of
a processor is referred to as its id. The i-th processor is
denoted Pi . Initially, a problem p resides on P1 . P1 is
called busy, while the other processors are idle and called
free. A free processor becomes busy when it receives a
subproblem from a busy processor. The goal of the load
balancing is to split p into N subproblems p1 ; : : : ; pN such
that subproblem pi can subsequently be processed by Pi ,
1  i  N . (A load balancing algorithm is allowed to
split p into fewer than N subproblems. In this case, some
processors remain idle.) Assuming a weight function w that
measures the resource demand (for example, CPU load or
main memory requirement, depending on the application at
hand) of subproblems, the goal is to minimize the maximum
weight among the resulting subproblems, i.e., to minimize
max1iN w(pi ).
Repeated bisections must be used to split a problem into
N subproblems. Bisections will not always split a problem p with weight w(p) into two subproblems with weight
w(p)=2 each, but for many classes of problems there is a bisection method that guarantees that the weights of the two
obtained subproblems do not differ too much.

 21 . A class P of problems
Definition 1 [1] Let 0 <
with weight function w : P ! R+ has -bisectors if every
problem p 2 P can be efficiently divided into two problems
p1 2 P and p2 2 P with w(p1 ) + w(p2 ) = w(p) and
w(p1 ); w(p2 ) 2 [ w(p); (1 , )w(p)].
Note that our definition characterizes classes of problems
that have -bisectors in a very abstract way. In a particular
application, problems might correspond to subdomains of
a numerical computation, to parts of a simulated system,
to parts of the search space for an optimization problem
(cf. [9]), or to program execution dags. A definition very
similar to ours ( -splitting) is used in [10, pp. 315–318] under the assumption that the weight of a problem is unknown
to the load balancing algorithm.
algorithm HF(p,N ):
P := p ;
while P < N do
q := a problem in P with maximum weight;
bisect q into q1 and q2 ;
P := (P q1 ; q2 ) q ;
od;
return P ;
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Figure 1. Algorithm HF
Figure 1 shows Algorithm HF (Heaviest Problem First),
which receives a problem p and a number N of processors
as input and divides p into N subproblems by repeated application of -bisectors to the heaviest remaining subproblem.

A perfectly balanced load distribution on N processors
would be achieved if a problem p of weight w(p) was divided into N subproblems of weight exactly w(p)=N each.
We say that an algorithm has performance guarantee  if
the maximum weight produced by the algorithm is at most
a factor of  larger than this ideal weight w(p)=N even in
the worst case. Note that we ignore other factors that might
affect the quality of a load distribution in a particular application (e.g., we assume that there are no precedence constraints among the subproblems, so that all subproblems can
be processed in parallel once the load has been distributed,
and we do not consider communication costs between subproblems). The following theorem shows that the performance guarantee of Algorithm HF can be bounded by an
expression in that does not depend on N .
Theorem 2 [1] Let P be a class of problems with weight
function w : P ! R+ that has -bisectors. Given a problem p 2 P and a positive integer N , Algorithm HF uses
N , 1 bisections to partition p into N subproblems p1 ,
(p)
. . . , pN such that max1iN w(pi )  wN
 r ; where
1
1
,
2
c
b
r =  (1 , )
.
Note thatpr is equal to 2 for  1=3, smaller than 3 for
> 1 , 1= 4 2  0:159, and smaller than 10 for  0:04.

Hence, Algorithm HF achieves provably good load balancing for classes of problems with -bisectors for a surprisingly large range of .
It is common to represent the process of recursively subdividing a problem into smaller problems by a tree. In [1] a
bisection tree was used to represent the run of a bisectionbased load balancing algorithm on input p and N . The root
of the bisection tree Tp is the problem p. If the algorithm bisects a problem q into q1 and q2 , nodes q1 and q2 are added
to Tp as children of node q . In the end, Tp has N leaves,
which correspond to the N subproblems computed by the
algorithm, and all problems that were bisected by the algorithm appear as internal nodes with exactly two children.

3. Parallel load balancing
Algorithm HF is a sequential algorithm that bisects only
one problem at a time. Hence, the time for load balancing
grows (at least) linearly with the number of processors. We
assume that each bisection step is performed sequentially on
one processor. Therefore, the time spent in load balancing
can be reduced substantially if several bisection steps are
executed concurrently on different processors.
We assume that a processor that bisects a problem can
quickly (in constant time) acquire the number of a free processor and, after bisecting the problem into two subproblems, send one of the two subproblems to that free processor. In Section 3.4 we will discuss ways to implement such

a management of free processors in a parallel system without increasing the asymptotic running-time.
Furthermore, we assume that the bisection of a problem
into two subproblems requires one unit of time and that
the transmission of a subproblem to a free processor requires one unit of time. Our results can easily be adapted
to different assumptions about the time for bisections and
for interprocessor communication. Finally, we assume that
standard operations like computing the maximum weight
of all subproblems generated so far or sorting a subset of
these subproblems according to their weights can be done
in time O(log N ). This assumption is satisfied by the idealized PRAM model [8], which can be simulated on many
realistic architectures with at most logarithmic slowdown.

3.1. Parallelizing Algorithm HF
In this section, we describe a parallelization of Algorithm HF, referred to as Algorithm PHF (Parallel HF). Algorithm PHF is shown in Figure 2.
algorithm PHF(p,N )
co code for Pi
if i = 1 then q := p;
else wait until a problem q is received; fi;
(p)
r do
while w(q ) > wN
bisect q into q1 and q2 ;
(a)
send q2 to a free processor;
q := q1 ;
od;
(b) barrier;



f := number of free processors;
while f > 0 do
(d)
m := maximum weight of remaining subproblems;
(c)

(e)

(f)

(g)

h := number of proc. with subproblem  m(1 , );
 f then
if w(q )  m(1 , ) then
bisect q into q1 and q2 ;
send q2 to a free processor;
q := q1 ; fi;
else determine the f heaviest subproblems;
if q is among them then
bisect q into q1 and q2 ;
send q2 to a free processor;
q := q1 ; fi;

if h

fi;

(h)
od;

f := f , minfh; f g;
if f > 0 then barrier;

fi;

Figure 2. Algorithm PHF
Steps that require a form of global communication (communication involving more than two processors at a time)
are shaded in the figure; on many parallel machines these
steps will not take constant time, but time (log N ).

In order to parallelize Algorithm HF, we must, on the
one hand, perform several bisections simultaneously, but,
on the other hand, ensure that no subproblem is bisected unless it would also have been bisected by the sequential Algorithm HF. First, we observe that subproblems with weight
(p)
r are certainly bisected by Algorithm HF
greater than wN
and can always be bisected by Algorithm PHF as well.
Next, note that subproblems with weight at most w(p)=N
are certainly not bisected any further by Algorithm HF; such
subproblems can be assigned to a processor immediately by
Algorithm PHF.
Algorithm PHF can carry out a first phase of load balancing as follows. Before the first bisection is made, the
values w(p), N , and are broadcast. P1 bisects the original problem p into p1 and p2 , and then sends p2 to P2 .
Whenever a processor gets a subproblem q in the follow(p)
ing, it checks whether w(q ) > wN
 r and, if so, bisects it
into two subproblems and sends one of the two subproblems
to a free processor. This phase ends when all subproblems
(p)
 r . A barrier synchronization
have weight at most wN
is performed in step (b) to ensure that all processors finish
the first phase of the algorithm at the same time. Free processors that have not received a subproblem during the first
phase go to step (b) of the algorithm directly as soon as they
are informed about the termination of phase one.
Consider the bisection tree representing the bisections
performed in the first phase. Let D denote the maximum
depth of a leaf in this bisection tree. Under our assumptions, the running-time for the first phase is clearly bounded
by O(D). Now observe that a node at depth d in the bisection tree has weight at most w(p)(1 , )d . Therefore, D can
be at most log 1,1 N . The running-time for the first phase
can thus be bounded by O(log 1,1 N ).
If one was only interested in obtaining a parallel algorithm with the same performance guarantee as Algorithm HF, one could stop the load balancing after this first
phase and leave the remaining free processors idle. However, as will be seen from the simulation results presented in
Section 4, the maximum load obtained from Algorithm HF
is much smaller than the worst-case bound for many problem instances, especially when is small. Thus we aim at a
parallel solution that produces the same partitioning as the
sequential Algorithm HF.
In order to achieve this, Algorithm PHF continues as follows. After the barrier synchronization in step (b), the number f of free processors is calculated in step (c) and made
known to all processors. At the same time, the free processors can be numbered from 1 to f , and the id of the i-th free
processor can be stored at Pi . In this way, any processor can
later on determine the id of the i-th free processor by questioning Pi . Then, the second phase of the algorithm consists
of iterations of the following steps: (1) Determine the max-

imum weight m among the subproblems generated so far
(m is broadcast to all processors). (2) Determine the number h of processors that have a subproblem of weight at least
m(1, ), and number them from 1 to h (h is broadcast to all
processors). (3a) If h  f , all h processors that have subproblems of weight at least m(1 , ) bisect their subproblem; the i-th such processor sends one of its two resulting
subproblems to the i-th free processor that has not received
a subproblem in a previous iteration. (3b) If h > f , the f
heaviest subproblems are determined and numbered from 1
to f (employing either selection or sorting as a subroutine);
for 1  i  f , the processor with the i-th among the f
heaviest subproblems bisects its subproblem and sends one
of the two resulting subproblems to the i-th free processor
that has not received a subproblem in a previous iteration.
In each iteration, the value of f represents the number
of remaining free processors. Every processor can update
its copy of f locally by subtracting minfh; f g. The load
balancing terminates when there are no free processors left.
Observe that the minfh; f g subproblems chosen for bisection in each iteration would also have been bisected by
the sequential Algorithm HF, because none of the bisections
in the current iteration can generate a new subproblem with
weight greater than m(1 , ). Hence, Algorithm PHF produces the same partitioning of p into N subproblems as Algorithm HF.
Note that global communication is required in every iteration of phase two. The values of m and h can be determined and broadcast to all processors in steps (d) and (e)
by simple prefix computations (see [8]) in time O(log N ).
The barrier at the end of every iteration takes time at most
O(log N ) as well. In all iterations except the last one, no
further global communication is required: a processor that
bisects a problem in that iteration can determine the id of
a free processor by a single request to another processor
whose id it can determine locally. Only in the last iteration
it can be necessary to determine the f heaviest subproblems and number them from 1 to f . This can be done in
time O(log N ) by employing a parallel sorting or selection
algorithm (see [8]).
Taking all this into account, the reader may verify easily that the running-time for one iteration of phase two is
O(log N ) under our assumptions. In addition, the maximum weight among all subproblems is reduced by a factor of (1 , ) in each iteration. As the maximum weight
can never become smaller than w(p)=N , the algorithm
will terminate no later than after I iterations if I satisfies
w(p)  r  (1 , )I  w(p) . This inequality is satisfied
N
N
1
1
1
if (1 , )I +b c,2  . As (1 , ) ln 
(note
that (1 , )  1=e and (1=e)ln = ), the former inequality is surely satisfied if I  1 ln 1 . Hence, the number of iterations performed by Algorithm PHF in phase two
is bounded from above by 1 ln 1 , and each iteration takes
1

1

O(log N ). Altogether, phase two has running-time
O( 1 ln 1 log N ), which is O(log N ) for fixed .
Theorem 3 Given a problem p from a class P of problems
time

with -bisectors for a fixed constant , Algorithm PHF subdivides p into N subproblems in time O(log N ) such that
the resulting subproblems are the same as for the sequential Algorithm HF.

While the described parallel implementation of Algorithm HF has optimal running-time for constant under
our assumptions, there are also drawbacks of this approach.
First, we have completely ignored the management of free
processors in phase one so far. Although we will show in
Section 3.4 that this can be implemented without increasing
the asymptotic running time, it must be expected that substantial communication overhead will occur. Further, the
second phase of Algorithm PHF requires global communication in each iteration.

3.2. Algorithm BA
To overcome the difficulties encountered with Algorithm PHF, we now propose an alternative algorithm for the
load balancing problem that is inherently parallel. The maximum load generated by this algorithm in the worst case is
larger than the worst-case bound for Algorithm HF only by
a small constant factor. In addition, the management of free
processors can be realized efficiently for this algorithm, and
no global communication is required at all.
algorithm BA(p,N )
if N = 1 then return p ;
else bisect p into p1 and p2 ;
co assume w.l.o.g. w(p1 ) w(p2 )
^ := w(p1 )=w(p);
if ^ N
^ N ^ then N1 := ^ N ;
else N1 := ^ N ; fi;
N2 := N N1 ;
return BA(p1 ,N1 ) BA(p2 ,N2 );
fi;
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Figure 3. Algorithm BA
Algorithm BA (Best Approximation of ideal weight) is
shown in Figure 3. It receives a problem p from a class
of problems that has -bisectors and a number N of processors as input. Its output is a set containing the N subproblems generated from p. If N > 1, the problem p is
bisected into subproblems p1 and p2 , and the N processors
are partitioned between the two subproblems according to
their relative weight. Subproblem pi receives Ni  1 processors, i = 1; 2. Then, Algorithm BA is invoked recursively with input (pi ; Ni ), i = 1; 2. These recursive calls
can be executed in parallel on different processors. Note

that Algorithm BA does not require knowledge of the bisection parameter of the given class of problems.
Algorithm BA chooses N1 and N2 such that N1 + N2 =
N and the maximum of w(pi )=Ni , i = 1; 2, is minimized. We assume w.l.o.g. that w(p1 )  w(p2 ) and let
^ := w(p1 )=w(p). Furthermore, let d ^N e = ^N + u and
b ^N c = ^N , d, where 0  d; u < 1. It is not difficult to show that the maximum of w(pi )=Ni , i = 1; 2, is
minimized if N1 is set to b ^ N c if d  ^ , and to d ^ N e if
d > ^.
Next, we give three lemmata (proofs are omitted due to
space restrictions) that allow us to obtain a performance
guarantee for Algorithm BA. In the following, let P be a
class of problems with weight function w : P ! R+ that
has -bisectors.
Lemma 4 Given a problem p 2 P and an integer N  2,
it holds
step made by Algorithm BA that
n for each bisection
o
w
(p1 ) w(p2 )
w
(p)
max N1 ; N2  N  NN,1 , where Ni  1 is the
number of processors assigned to subproblem pi , i = 1; 2,
by Algorithm BA.
Lemma 5 Given a problem p 2 P and a positive integer N  1= , Algorithm BA uses N , 1 bisections
to partition p into N subproblems p1 ; : : : ; pN such that
N
max1iN w(pi )  w(p)(1 , )b 2 c .
Lemma 6 Let p 2 P ,   , and N 2 N . Then, for any
subproblem p^ generated by Algorithm BA on input (p; N )
^  = + 1 processors it holds
that has been assigned N
w
(p
^)
w
(p)
(1, )=
:
that N^  N  e

Now we can prove a performance guarantee for Algorithm BA.
Theorem 7 Let P be a class of problems with weight function w : P ! R+ that has -bisectors. Given a problem
p 2 P and a positive integer N , Algorithm BA partitions p
into N subproblems p1 ; : : : ; pN such that
 

w(p)  e  1  (1 , )b 21 c,1 :
max
w
(
p
)

i
1iN
N

If

is a fixed constant, the running-time of Algorithm BA is

, the theorem follows from Lemma 5.
Therefore, we assume N > 1= for the remainder of this
proof. Consider a path Q = (q0 ; q1 ; : : : ; qk ) from the root
p =: q0 of the bisection tree Tp to some leaf pi =: qk , i 2
f1; : : :; N g. For 0  j  k, let Nj denote the number of
processors assigned to qj by Algorithm BA. Let ql+1 be the
first node on this path (i.e., the node with minimum index)
such that Nl+1  1 . Using Lemma 5 we conclude:
 

l+1

1,

Nl > 1= we can apply Lemma 6 for ql with
. This yields:

=

w(ql )  w(p)  e:

Nl

N

(2)

It remains to consider the bisection step at subproblem ql .
By Lemma 4 and from Nl > 1= we derive:

w(ql+1 )  w(ql )  Nl  w(ql )  1 :
Nl+1
Nl Nl , 1 Nl 1 ,

(3)

Combining (1), (3), and (2) completes the proof regarding
the performance guarantee of Algorithm BA because the
bounds are valid for any root-to-leaf path.
The management of free processors for Algorithm BA
is very simple and does not introduce any communication
overhead (see Section 3.4). Therefore, the running-time for
Algorithm BA in our model is obviously bounded by the
maximum depth of a node in the bisection tree representing
the run of Algorithm BA, because in every step of the algorithm the internal nodes at one level of the bisection tree are
bisected in parallel. It is not difficult to see that the number
of processors is reduced by at least a factor of (1 , =2)
in each bisection step, and thus the depth of a leaf in the
bisection tree can be at most log 1,1 =2 N .
ut

3.3. Combining BA and HF: Algorithm BA-HF
Our bound on the performance guarantee of Algorithm BA (Theorem 7) is not as good as the one for Algorithm HF. To obtain a highly parallel algorithm for our load
balancing problem with a performance guarantee closer to
the one for Algorithm HF we integrate Algorithm BA and
Algorithm HF by dividing the bisection process into two
phases. While the number of processors available for a particular subproblem is large enough, Algorithm BA-HF (see
Figure 4) acts like Algorithm BA.
algorithm BA-HF(p,N )
if N = + 1 then
bisect p into p1 and p2 ;
co assume w.l.o.g. w(p1 ) w(p2 )
^ := w(p1 )=N ;
if ^ N
^ N ^ then N1 := ^ N ;
else N1 := ^ N ; fi;
N2 := N N1 ;
return BA-HF(p1 ,N1 ) BA-HF(p2 ,N2 );
else return [P]HF(p,N ); fi;



O(log N ).
Proof: If N  1=

1
w(pi )  wN(ql+1 )  1  (1 , )b 2 c :

Since

(1)
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Figure 4. Algorithm BA-HF
If the number of processors assigned to a subproblem is
below a certain threshold, Algorithm HF is used to partition
this subproblem further. To define this threshold precisely,

we assume that Algorithm BA-HF has knowledge about the
bisection parameter of the given problem class. Algorithm HF is invoked by Algorithm BA-HF if N < = + 1,
where  2 R+ is a parameter predefined by the application
to reach the desired performance guarantee. Depending on
the value of = , it may be advantageous to choose either
the sequential Algorithm HF or Algorithm PHF for the implementation of the second phase of Algorithm BA-HF.
Regarding the running-time, it is clear that the first phase
of Algorithm BA-HF is at most as long as the running-time
for Algorithm BA and can thus be bounded by O(log N ) for
fixed . If  and, therefore, = are considered constants as
well, the second phase of Algorithm BA-HF requires only
constant additional work per processor, no matter whether
the sequential Algorithm HF or Algorithm PHF is used. In
this case, the overall running-time for Algorithm BA-HF is
O(log N ). If  is allowed to be arbitrarily large, it is necessary to use Algorithm PHF in the second phase of Algorithm BA-HF in order to achieve running-time O(log N ). A
bound on the performance guarantee for Algorithm BA-HF
can be proved in a similar way as for Algorithm BA (Theorem 7).
Theorem 8 Let P be a class of problems with weight function w : P ! R+ that has -bisectors. Given a problem
p 2 P , a positive integer N , and   , Algorithm BA-HF
partitions p into N subproblems p1 ; : : : ; pN such that

max w(pi )  wN(p)  e(1,
1iN

)

= 





1+  r :

If is a fixed constant, the running-time of Algorithm BAHF is O(log N ).
According to this theorem we can bring the worstcase bound of Algorithm BA-HF on the ratio between
max1iN w(pi ) and w(p)=N arbitrarily close to the corresponding bound for Algorithm HF. For any " > 0, if we
let   1= ln (1 + "), the performance guarantee of Algorithm BA-HF is increased by a factor of at most 1 + " in
comparison to Algorithm HF.

3.4. Managing the free processors
For Algorithm PHF, the problem of managing the free
processors is the most challenging. In the first phase, it can
be the case that a large number of processors bisect problems in parallel simultaneously and need to get access to a
free processor in order to send a newly generated subproblem to it. Each sender must get the id of a different free
processor. Depending on the machine model, various solutions employing distributed data structures for managing
the free processors may be applicable: (randomized) work
stealing [3], dynamic embeddings [5, 11], etc. In the following, we outline a solution that employs a modified version
of Algorithm BA as a subroutine.

Let Algorithm BA be an algorithm that is identical to Algorithm BA except that it does not bisect any subproblems
(p)
 r . The first part of phase one of
with weight at most wN
Algorithm PHF consists of an execution of Algorithm BA
on inputs p and N . Theorem 7 implies that this execution
takes time O(log N ). At the end of this execution, only sub(p)
r have been bisected.
problems of weight greater than wN
Furthermore, no remaining subproblem can be heavier than
w(p)  1 (1, )b 21 c,1 . This follows from Theorem 7, beN
(p)
cause the only subproblems of weight greater than wN
r
that are not bisected by Algorithm BA are those that have
been assigned to a single processor, and these subproblems
would not have been bisected by Algorithm BA either.
The second (and last) part of phase one of Algorithm PHF is very similar to phase two and consists of a
constant number of iterations (for fixed ) in each of which
(p)
r
all remaining subproblems with weight greater than wN
are bisected. As each iteration reduces the maximum weight
among the remaining subproblems
by a factor of (1 , ),
 
it is not hard to see that 21 + 1 iterations suffice to reach
a situation where all remaining subproblems have weight at
( p)
most wN
r .
After the end of the first phase of Algorithm PHF, the remaining free processors are determined and assigned numbers in time O(log N ). As explained in Section 3.1, this
knowledge can be exploited during the second phase of Algorithm PHF as follows: a busy processor can locally determine the number i of the free processor to which a newly
generated subproblem must be sent, and a single request to
processor Pi suffices to acquire the id of that free processor.
For Algorithm BA, the management of the free processors can be done in a very simple and efficient way. With
each subproblem q , we simply store the range [i; j ] of processors available for subproblems resulting from q . Initially,
the original problem p has the full range [1; N ] of processors available. When p is divided into p1 and p2 such that
p1 gets N1 processors and p2 gets N2 processors, p1 stays
on P1 and gets the range [1; N1 ], while p2 is sent to PN1 +1
and gets the range [N1 + 1; N ]. Similarly, a problem q with
range [i; j ] is always bisected at Pi , and the resulting subproblems q1 and q2 with corresponding numbers of processors N1 and N2 = j + 1 , i , N1 are associated with
ranges [i; i + N1 , 1] and [i + N1 ; j ], and problem q2 is
sent to processor i + N1 . In this way, each processor can
locally determine to which free processor it should send a
newly generated subproblem, and no overhead is incurred
for the management of free processors at all. This is one of
the main advantages of Algorithm BA.
For Algorithm BA-HF, the simple management of free
processors that is applicable for Algorithm BA can be used
while the number of processors for a subproblem is large.
For subproblems that are to be partitioned among a small

Table 1. Worst-case upper bounds (ub) and
observed minimum, average, and maximum
ratios for ^
U [0:01; 0:5],  = 1:0



log N
5
10
15
20

log N
10
15
20

log N
5
10
15
20

BA
ub
min
27.25 1.70
166.12 3.14
166.12 4.31
166.12 5.27
BA-HF
ub
min
101.51 1.99
101.51 2.40
101.51 3.16
HF
ub
min
23.43 1.55
37.35 1.87
37.35 1.94
37.35 1.96

avg. ratio
4.0

BA

3.5

avg
2.73
4.01
5.04
6.03

max
4.98
5.80
6.47
8.16

avg
2.27
2.92
3.88

max
3.40
4.72
5.89

avg
1.94
1.96
1.96
1.96

max
2.63
2.08
1.98
1.97

BA-HF
3.0
2.5
2.0
HF

number of processors (N < = + 1), the management of
free processors is trivial if the sequential Algorithm HF is
used. If Algorithm PHF is used in the second phase of Algorithm BA-HF, however, the more complicated management
of free processors described above can be employed.

4. Simulation results
To gain further insight about the balancing quality
achieved by the proposed algorithms, we carried out a series of simulation experiments. The goal of this simulation
study was to obtain information about the average-case behavior of Algorithms BA and BA-HF in comparison to Algorithm HF. Since Algorithm PHF produces the same partitioning as Algorithm HF, no separate experiments were conducted for Algorithm PHF. The following stochastic model
for an average-case scenario that may arise from practical
applications seems reasonable: Assume that the actual bisection parameter ^ is drawn uniformly at random from the
interval [ ; ], 0 <   1=2, and that all N , 1 bisection steps are independent and identically distributed. (Such
an assumption is valid, for example, if the problems are represented by lists of elements taken from an ordered set, and
if a list is bisected by choosing a random pivot element and
partitioning the list into those elements that are smaller than
the pivot and those that are larger.) We write ^  U [ ; ]
if ^ has uniform distribution on [ ; ].
We repeated each simulation experiment 1000 times to
obtain data that is statistically meaningful. In each experiment the ratio between the maximum load generated by our

log

1.5

N
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Figure 5. Comparison of the average ratio for
^ U [0:1; 0:5],  = 1:0



algorithms and the uniform load distribution was recorded.
The main focus of interest was the sample mean of the observed ratios for all three algorithms, but also the maximum and minimum ratio, as well as the sample variance
was computed.
Simulations of this stochastic model for several choices
of the interval [ ; ] and N = 2k , k 2 f5; 6; : : :; 20g, were
performed. As an example for the outcome of the experiments, the observed ratios for the case ^  U [0:1; 0:5] are
plotted in Figure 5. We chose the number of processors as
consecutive powers of 2 to explore the asymptotic behavior
of our load balancing algorithms (experiments with values
of N that were not powers of 2 gave very similar results).
The influence of the threshold parameter  on the performance of Algorithm BA-HF in our stochastic model was
also studied.
It is remarkable that the sample variance was very small
in all cases except if an interval [ ; 2 ] with very small
was chosen. Even more astonishingly, the outcome of each
individual simulation was fairly close to the sample mean of
all 1000 experiments. Especially for Algorithm HF the observed ratios were sharply concentrated around the sample
mean for larger values of N (see Table 1).
In all experiments, Algorithm HF performed best and Algorithm BA-HF outperformed Algorithm BA. Usually, the
observed ratios differed by no more than a factor of 3 for
fixed N . Table 1 shows that the average and even the maximum ratios in our simulations were substantially smaller
than our worst-case bounds (which were calculated according to Lemma 5, Theorems 7, 8, 2, and Theorem 6 from [1]).
This indicates that the performance of the proposed load
balancing algorithms will most likely be significantly better
than the worst-case guarantees for practical applications.
As exemplified by Figure 5, the average ratio obtained
from Algorithm HF was observed to be almost constant for
the whole range of N = 32 to N = 220 = 1;048;576

processors. Its exact value depended only on the particular
choice of the interval [ ; ]. Only when the range for the
bisection parameter was very small ( , smaller than 0:1),
the observed ratios varied with the number of processors.
Finally, we studied the influence of the threshold parameter  on the average-case performance of Algorithm BAHF for the case ^  U [0:1; 0:5]. We observed that the
improvement of the average ratio was approximately 10%
when  increased from 1:0 to 2:0 and another 5% when
 = 3:0. So we can expect a sufficient balancing quality
from Algorithm BA-HF using relatively small values of  .

5. Conclusion
Based on previous results for the sequential Algorithm HF, we have derived three promising parallel algorithms for load balancing of problems with good bisectors.
While the sequential Algorithm HF has running-time O(N )
for distributing a problem onto N processors, all three parallel algorithms require only running-time O(log N ) on N
processors under reasonably general assumptions about the
parallel machine architecture.
Algorithm PHF is a parallelization of Algorithm HF that
produces the same load balancing as the sequential algorithm. It inherits the good performance guarantee of Algorithm HF, but the management of free processors is costly
and global communication is required. Algorithm BA is inherently parallel and partitions a problem into N subproblems without requiring any global communication. Furthermore, the management of free processors is trivial for Algorithm BA. Our bound on the worst-case performance guarantee of Algorithm BA is not as good as for Algorithm PHF,
but still constant for fixed . Algorithm BA-HF is a combination of Algorithm BA and Algorithm HF or PHF. By
adjusting the threshold parameter  , the worst-case performance guarantee of Algorithm BA-HF can be brought arbitrarily close to that of Algorithm PHF at the expense of
inheriting drawbacks of Algorithm PHF.
Finally, we conducted extensive simulation experiments
to determine the relative quality of the load balancing
achieved by the individual algorithms in the average case.
The performance in the average case was substantially better than the worst-case upper bounds for all three algorithms, and the balancing quality was the best for Algorithm HF and the worst for Algorithm BA in all experiments. In order to choose one of the proposed load balancing algorithms for application in practice, one must take
into account the characteristics of the parallel machine architecture as well as the relative importance of fast runningtime of the load balancing algorithm and of the quality of
the achieved load balance. Our worst-case bounds and simulation results provide helpful guidance for this decision.
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